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Annual Report 2012

Celebrating a higher profile
2012 a year of outreach and growth
The Expatriate Archive Centre (EAC) continued to grow and established itself fully in its primary role of being an
Archive Centre. It has been an active year with a steady rise in donations. All relevant data can be found in this
report. The main conclusion is that the message about what the EAC stands for, why we are here and what we look
for has resonated successfully with all major stakeholders: donors, researchers and volunteers.
In view of our ambition to create greater awareness about the collection in academia, it was
proposed to organize an academic symposium to celebrate EAC’s fifth anniversary in April 2013.
Plans are developed in conjunction with the University of Leiden’s migration historians Professor Dr
Leo Lucassen and Professor Dr Wim Willems. Joske Geselschap, event organizer and volunteer at the
EAC was appointed project manager. Catherine Swindles, our office manager, assists her.

The Families in Global Transition Conference, which was held in the USA (Virginia) 29 –
31 March 2012 was attended by Director Elske van Holk. Together with former director
Jo Parfitt a pre-conference workshop was given about the EAC. We established new
links with the FIGT Research Group en other individual members. The FIGT Conference
is a very worthwhile platform for the EAC.
PR officer, Donna Worrall, who left the EAC on July, 1, and her successor Peta Chow
represented the EAC at several fairs and events. The marketing and PR efforts were
translated in a record number of donations in 2012. We received 30 new collections
and 6 additions to previously acquired collections. Most notably was the quality of the
donations, which consistently seems to be good.

We held three information mornings at the EAC which were well visited by a maximum
number of 12 attendants per session. As a result we received some donations and new
volunteers were recruited.

A growing number of volunteers (29 in 2012) was attracted in the EAC. On average
volunteers stay over a year. The reason for leaving is mostly due to the end of an
assignment in the Netherlands or paid employment for the volunteer. We have seen a
rise in younger volunteers. A volunteer co-ordinator, Tini Neervoort, was appointed to
facilitate the communication between staff and volunteers.
The Master Thesis Market of the Erasmus University (Rotterdam) resulted in a research
project and internship by Mara Sfountouri, an international master student. She will
study the impact of new communication technologies on the expressions of national
identity and nostalgia in expatriate’s letters, 1979-2009. Her supervisor is Dr Marijke
Huisman, associate professor at the Erasmus University and a EAC Board member.
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More researchers approached the EAC and showed an interest in the collection. The
collection has proven to be relevant in view of general research questions. For
specific collections no requests have been received.
All researchers sign a research contract which includes a confidentiality clause and
the name of the referring academic institute.

In the fall a new website was developed by our PR officer Peta Chow. The new
format is more modern and very informative. It has received favourable comments.
The number of unique visits are rising. A lot of traffic is generated by the Dutch
Wikipedia page. The Social media like Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest have grown
considerably in volume.

A major achievement was the launch of the online catalogue of the EAC collection.
After several months and many discussions it went online in December 2012. Both
Rosita Arnts and Peta Chow and a number of volunteers are to be applauded for
their time and efforts, which resulted in the successful launch. The co-operation
between the programme supplier Adlib, our IT service provider Sendrata and the
EAC was exemplary. Due to this the implementation has been without any real
problems.
Director and Board
In 2012 the Stichting employed one director, who received remuneration. The Board consists of seven members,
who do not receive remuneration from the Stichting. No changes have taken place in the composition of the
Board.
Personnel
The Stichting employed three people during the year under review. In
2012 Donna Worral left the EAC to return to Britain. Her position as PR
and marketing officer was taken over by Peta Chow, a former
volunteer. Rosita Arnts, the archivist, has been imperative to many of
the major developments in the EAC this year.
Finance
The 2012 financial statements are enclosed and include:
- the balance sheet as at December 31, 2012
- the statement of income and expenditure for 2012
- Notes to the 2012 financial statements
The Treasurer concludes from these documents that the financial situation of the Stichting can be described as
healthy. The Stichting is in a position that it can meet her obligations adequately out of the income of the
Stichting.

Elske van Holk – Van Eysinga
Director Expatriate Archive Centre
The Hague, 21 June 2013
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Fairs and Events Summary 2012
FIGT Conference (USA, 29-31 March 2012)
The 2012 FIGT Conference was held on March 29-31 at the Westin Alexandria in Alexandria, Virginia. Attendees
including relocation experts, educators, counselors, human resource personnel, TCKs, missionaries, diplomats,
military personnel and members of the corporate community gathered to develop strategies and ideas for dealing
with challenges of cross-cultural living. The EAC was represented by its director Elske van Holk. Together with former
director, writer and publisher Jo Parfitt, she gave a pre-conference workshop about the Archive Centre and the
importance of gathering expatriate social history. Links were established with the FIGT Research group and several
individuals.

Outpost Annual Fair (The Hague, 14 June 2012)
This was Donna Worrall’s final fair as PR Officer. Peta Chow attended as volunteer. The fair was well attended,
mainly by Shell accompanying partners. It was primarily a courses and careers fair and so many attendees were
looking specifically for job advice, but nevertheless there was a lot of interest shown and our volunteering
opportunities were promoted.

Expertise in Labour Mobility 20th Anniversary (Rotterdam, 22 June 2012)
Donna Worrall and Peta Chow attended a conference organised by ELM. The speakers were from diverse
backgrounds, discussing elements of expatriation. There was plenty of time for networking, and it proved a good
opportunity to meet people outside of the usual circle as well as to establish links with ELM.

Feel at Home Fair (The Hague, 16 September 2012)
This was Peta Chow’s first fair after taking over the PR role. Three volunteers assisted during the day - Holly Kunst,
Linda van Twist and Pieter van Leeuwen. The attendance was down on last year, and due to the position of the
booth there were far fewer people passing by. There was still a lot of interest and the decreased footfall did at least
provide the opportunity to spend more time with each person.

I Am Not a Tourist (Amsterdam, 7 October 2012)
Peta Chow attended this event, assisted by Joske Geselschap. The event was extremely well attended, and the booth
had a lot of footfall. A lot of interest was generated, including some students who hadn’t heard about the Archive
prior to the event. Expatica gave Peta the opportunity to give a talk in one of the smaller rooms which led to interest
from expats and academics and gave us the chance to introduce the Archive and answer their questions. Many
contact details were taken at the event, including some who are interested in the Symposium.

Erasmus University Thesis Market (Rotterdam, 19 October 2012)
Elske van Holk attended the Thesis Market of the Erasmus University in the Rotterdam Archives. There was a positive
response from one international Master student: Mara Sfountouri. She will study the impact of new communication
technologies on the expressions of national identity and nostalgia in expatriate’s letters, 1979-2009. Her supervisor
will be Dr Marijke Huisman.

Other Events
Here is a selection of other events that were attended during the year







Various expat meet-ups throughout the year including: Outpost information mornings, La Buena Vida coffee
mornings in The Hague, THIN networking events
Book launch of Jennifer Steil’s expat memoir at the ABC in April
Book launch of Apple Gidley’s expat memoir at the Archive in June
Rwanda Celebration of Independence in July
Opening of “United The Hague” at the Atrium in October
Performances of The Flying Dutchman in November
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Volunteer Statistics 2012
Total Volunteers: We had 29 volunteers in 2012, 18 women and 11 men. At the beginning of 2012 we had 7
volunteers and at the end of the year we had 15.
New Volunteers: 23 volunteers were new in 2012.
Former Volunteers: 17 volunteers left in 2012. 4 left due to returning to their home country. 2 left after their IB
internship. 4 left due to family/work commitments (e.g. one started a fulltime job, one had difficulty balancing his
freelance work). 1 left due to difficulties with language (no Dutch, little English) and 1 left due to various other
reasons.
Time in months: Volunteers served a total of 362 months, average 12.4 months
Nationality: 15 volunteers are Dutch, 8 other European nationalities, 2 from North America, 1 from South America
and 3 from the Asian continent.
Age: The ages of our volunteers range from 17 to 65 and there was a fairly even spread across these ages. 13
volunteers were over 40 and 15 were under 40.
Age Groups

5X≥60
3X50-60
5X 40-50
6X30-40
7X20-30
2X≤20
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Social Media Statistics
Note: We do not have any social media monitoring software so figures will not be exact.

Facebook
Numbers: Increase in Likes from 215 to 350
Engagement: ‘Reach’ of posts rose dramatically through the year, but we are now seeing a drop-off as Facebook
have changed which posts get displayed to users. Generally though, there has been an increase in quality interaction
through comments, shares and likes.

Twitter
Numbers: Follower count at end of 2012 was approximately 1,300. This is double the follower count at the start of
2012.
Engagement: There is a constant and healthy level of re-tweets and interaction.

Other social media
LinkedIn: Due to time constraints, LinkedIn wasn’t used to its full potential in 2012 but now has a dedicated
volunteer and engagement is increasing.
Pinterest: New in 2012. Steady engagement (“repins”) but very time-consuming and has now been taken over by a
volunteer.
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